
TL;DR: We propose RSGG-CE that leverages graph-based GANs and the generator’s learned latent space to generate plausible and valid counterfactual candidates.

 Generative Graph Counterfactual Explainability (GCE

 SoA is generally constrained to the input data (search-based GCE) and 
relies on learned perturbation masks (learning-based GCE

 Defaulting to factual-based explainers falters when dual classes clash 
(e.g., acyclic vs cyclic graphs

 Crossing the decision boundary isn’t enough; one must be close to the 
original instance

Graph Counterfactual Explainability1
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How the literature approached GCE2
 Learning-based GCE  generate masks of relevant features given a  

graph    ; combine this mask with     to derive     ; feed     to the oracle     
and update the mas

 CLEAR  uses a VAE to encode graphs into a latent representation 
which, at inference, is used to generate complete stochastic graphs

 G-CounteRGAN  relies on 2D convolutions on the adjacency matrix 
of graphs 
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Proposed Approach3

 RSGG-CE’s discriminator guides  the generator to learn the 
production of counterfactuals aligned with the opposite clas

 Training: Modify the generator’s optimization and include the oracle’s 
predictions in the discriminator on the generated data

discriminator 
optimisation on real data

discriminator optimisation 
on generated data

generator optimisation on

the counterfactual data

 Inference: Sample edges with partial order guided by the learned 
probabilities from the generator's latent space to generate 
counterfactuals

 RSGG-CE is the best performer with a gain of 66.98% and 19.65% in 
Correctness over the second-performing method in TC and ASD

 RSGG-CE can do both edge additions and removal

 RSGG-CE scales perfectly when the number of nodes in a cycle 
increases since its GED plateaus reaching a perfect correctness of 1

Take-away lesson4
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